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1 Addendum to LCOS LX version 5.34

This document describes the changes and enhancements in LCOS LX version 5.34 since the previous version.
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2 Multicast Snooping

As of LCOS LX 5.34, you can enable multicast snooping.

All devices with WLAN interfaces have a “LAN bridge” that transfers data between the Ethernet ports and the WLAN
interfaces. The LAN bridge works like a switch in many respects. The central task of a switch is to forward packets only
to the port to which the receiver is connected. To do this, the switch automatically forms a table from the incoming data
packets in which the sender MAC addresses are assigned to the ports.

If a destination address of an incoming packet is found in this table, the switch can forward the packet specifically to
the correct port. If the destination address is not found, the switch forwards the packet to all ports. This means that a
switch can only forward a packet specifically if the destination address has already been received by it once as the sender
address of a packet via a specific port. However, broadcast or multicast packets can never be entered as the sender
address in a packet, which is why these packets are always “flooded” to all ports.

While this behavior is the correct action for broadcasts, since broadcasts should eventually reach all possible recipients,
it is not necessarily the desired solution for multicasts. Multicasts are usually aimed at a specific group of recipients on
a network, not all of them.

For example, video streams are often multicast, but not all stations on the network should receive a particular stream.

Various applications in the medical field use multicasts to transmit data to specific terminals that should not be viewed
at all stations.

With a LAN bridge in the device, there will therefore also be ports to which no single receiver of the multicast is connected.
The “unnecessary” sending of multicasts on ports without receivers is not a mistake, but it leads to performance problems,
especially in WLAN networks. There, the unnecessary sending of multicasts can lead to a significant restriction of the
available bandwidth, since multicasts in the WLAN—just like broadcasts—are sent at the lowest possible transmission
rate so that they can be received by every WLAN subscriber.

With the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) for IPv4 as well as Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) for IPv6,
the TCP/IP protocol family provides a protocol with which the network stations can inform the router to which they are
connected of their interest in certain multicasts. To do this, the stations register with the routers for specific multicast
groups from which you want to obtain the corresponding packets (multicast registration). IGMP uses special messages
to register (join messages) and deregister (leave messages) for this purpose.

Multicast snooping makes use of these messages to decide to which port (i.e., also to which WLAN SSID) multicasts
must be sent.

LANconfig: Miscellaneous Services > Multicast Snooping

Operating

Turn multicast snooping on or off.

In addition, optional conversion of multicast data streams to unicast is possible. After activation of the feature, multicast
data streams that are transmitted via WLAN interfaces are converted into individual unicast data streams for each client
on the MAC layer or WLAN layer. The packets are duplicated for each client, but since they are now unicasts, they can
be transmitted at the highest possible data rate for this client. Even though the packets are now duplicated, in most
scenarios, the much faster transmission consumes much less airtime, which is then available for other transmissions.
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Multicast to unicast conversion

LANconfig: Wireless LAN > WLAN Networks > Network

Multicast-to-Unicast

Configure individually for each WLAN network whether and how multicasts are to be converted to unicasts.

None

Do not perform any conversion.

Conversion

The multicasts are converted to unicasts (layer-2 unicast on the WLAN layer with unicast MAC address as
destination). This corresponds to the behavior in LCOS.

Encapsulation

The multicasts are encapsulated in unicast aggregates (A-MSDU with unicast MAC address as destination
containing a single layer-2 multicast). This variant should be used when target applications check the target
MAC address. However, it should be noted that aggregates are not supported by 802.11a/b/g clients.

5 For the feature to work, it is necessary to enable IGMP snooping on the device and to configure it
correctly. Via IGMP snooping, the device determines which client wants to receive which multicast
stream. The multicast conversion thus has the appropriate target clients or addresses available for
conversion.

4 The LW-500 uses a basic variant of multicast snooping that does not support conversion to unicast.
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2.1 Additions to the Setup menu

2.1.1 Multicast-Snooping
All devices with WLAN interfaces have a “LAN bridge” that transfers data between the Ethernet ports and the WLAN
interfaces. The LAN bridge works like a switch in many respects. The central task of a switch is to forward packets only
to the port to which the receiver is connected. To do this, the switch automatically forms a table from the incoming data
packets in which the sender MAC addresses are assigned to the ports.

If a destination address of an incoming packet is found in this table, the switch can forward the packet specifically to
the correct port. If the destination address is not found, the switch forwards the packet to all ports. This means that a
switch can only forward a packet specifically if the destination address has already been received by it once as the sender
address of a packet via a specific port. However, broadcast or multicast packets can never be entered as the sender
address in a packet, which is why these packets are always “flooded” to all ports.

While this behavior is the correct action for broadcasts, since broadcasts should eventually reach all possible recipients,
it is not necessarily the desired solution for multicasts. Multicasts are usually aimed at a specific group of recipients on
a network, not all of them.

For example, video streams are often multicast, but not all stations on the network should receive a particular stream.

Various applications in the medical field use multicasts to transmit data to specific terminals that should not be viewed
at all stations.

With a LAN bridge in the device, there will therefore also be ports to which no single receiver of the multicast is connected.
The “unnecessary” sending of multicasts on ports without receivers is not a mistake, but it leads to performance problems,
especially in WLAN networks. There, the unnecessary sending of multicasts can lead to a significant restriction of the
available bandwidth, since multicasts in the WLAN—just like broadcasts—are sent at the lowest possible transmission
rate so that they can be received by every WLAN subscriber.

With the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) for IPv4 as well as Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) for IPv6,
the TCP/IP protocol family provides a protocol with which the network stations can inform the router to which they are
connected of their interest in certain multicasts. To do this, the stations register with the routers for specific multicast
groups from which you want to obtain the corresponding packets (multicast registration). IGMP uses special messages
to register (join messages) and deregister (leave messages) for this purpose.

Multicast snooping makes use of these messages to decide to which port (i.e., also to which WLAN SSID) multicasts
must be sent.

SNMP ID:

2.40 

Console path:

Setup

Operating

Turn multicast snooping on or off.

SNMP ID:

2.40.1 
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Console path:

Setup  > Multicast-Snooping

Possible values:

No

Multicast snooping disabled.

Yes

Multicast snooping enabled.

2.1.2 Multicast-To-Unicast
Configure individually for each WLAN network whether and how multicasts are to be converted to unicasts.

SNMP ID:

2.20.1.29 

Console path:

Setup  > WLAN  > Network

Possible values:

None
Conversion

The multicasts are converted to unicasts (layer-2 unicast on the WLAN layer with unicast MAC address
as destination). This corresponds to the behavior in LCOS.

Encapsulation

The multicasts are encapsulated in unicast aggregates (A-MSDU with unicast MAC address as destination
containing a single layer-2 multicast). This variant should be used when target applications check the
target MAC address. However, it should be noted that aggregates are not supported by 802.11a/b/g
clients.
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3 USB Ethernet support

As of LCOS LX 5.34, selected USB Ethernet devices are supported on access points with USB port. The CDC-EEM protocol
is used here. For this purpose, the USB Ethernet device is bridged with the LAN of the access point. It is possible to
specify a VLAN ID for network segmentation. Therefore, make sure that the USB Ethernet device can communicate in
your network and, if necessary, VLAN according to the manufacturer's specifications. The following USB Ethernet devices
can be operated with LCOS LX-based access points:

a Hanshow HS_C09978 ESL Controller
a SoluM EGU200NA0X ESL GEN2 USB Gateway

The special settings for USB Ethernet support are made in LANconfig under IoT > USB.

Operating

Switch on the USB Ethernet support here.

VLAN ID

Optional specification of a VLAN ID.

3.1 Additions to the Setup menu

3.1.1 USB
Configure the settings for USB Ethernet support here.

SNMP ID:

2.111.1 

Console path:

Setup  > IoT

CDC-EEM-Support

Configure the settings of the CDC-EEM protocol for USB Ethernet support here.

SNMP ID:

2.111.1.1 

Console path:

Setup  > IoT  > USB
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Operating

Switch USB Ethernet support on or off here.

SNMP ID:

2.111.1.1.1 

Console path:

Setup  > IoT  > USB  > CDC-EEM-Support

Possible values:

No

USB Ethernet support disabled.

Yes

USB Ethernet support enabled.

Default:

No

VLAN-ID

Optional specification of a VLAN ID.

SNMP ID:

2.111.1.1.2 

Console path:

Setup  > IoT  > USB  > CDC-EEM-Support

Possible values:

0 … 4095
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